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executive summary
Social media marketing plays a large part in selling & leasing

property in 2020. While platforms such as realestate.com.au and

domain.com.au as well as our website will showcase your property

to current buyers actively looking in the market, social media

marketing reaches the passive buyers & tenants who might be

thinking of making a shift but have not progressed to the next

stage. These buyers are often more emotionally invested and pay

a premium. With approx 17 million Australians using  Facebook

every day and 9 million using Instagram, we want to make sure

your biggest asset is shown to the largest audience possible  to

achieve a premium price.  While platforms like realestate.com.au

and domain.com.au wait for buyers/tenants to come looking,

social media ads go out looking for them. 

pricing 



audiences
A social media target audience is a group of people

that we have identified that we believe your property

will appeal to. This can be based on demographics such

as age, job title, income level, education, location, or

behavior. Your social media target audience consists of

the people who are most likely to be interested in your

product.

Audiences can also be broken up into the following; 

A lookalike audience

We take previous email enquiry of property we have

sold/leased that are similar to yours and upload those

email addresses into the backend of Facebook. We can

create ads which run in conjunction with  Instagram to

social media accounts these emails are linked to. The

lookalike aspect is designed to further reach social

media users who share the same interests or online

behaviors as those email accounts. 

A retargeting audience

We retarget your property online to those who have

previously engaged with our ads that are similar to

your property. Liken this to calling buyers who missed

out on one of our recent properties but in a digital way. 

Spray audience 

We saturate the marketplace locally to make sure as

many people see your property. 

Custom audience 

We can use viewer behaviors to create the perfect

audience. Strange as it might sound, we can put your

property in front of those who watch "The Masked

Singer" for example, or have been looking at luxury

watches or shoes. If you have a property that you feel

would benefit from being shown to another state or

location, we can certainly do that as well. 

who is doing the social
media

Bespoke Media Management is one of the

leading social media marketing agencies in

Australia & New Zealand for the real estate

industry and is part of our team.  They have over

16 years' experience selling & marketing real

estate.  



ad pricing

7 day Facebook & Instagram 

14 day Facebook &

Instagram

21 day Facebook &

Instagram

30 day Facebook &

Instagram 

Pre Market  

Small 

Medium

Large

$150

$250

$375

$550


